
Additional public comments 
The following comments were sent to staff in addition to the surveys. The comments were submitted separately from 
the individual surveys. Some were sent anonymously through the mail and are not signed and could not be sourced. 

I completely agree with Bob Decker's opinion editorial in the February 28 Missoulian. The Climate Change Survey 
is simply not ready for public input. One would have to be much better informed on the options to vote intelligently. 
But most important, the survey totally ignores what is the most important issue regarding climate change. That is, 
that the very real concern on climate change, at least as far as humans are responsible, is fundamentally caused by 
overpopulation. Our planet is overcrowded with the present population of six billion people and in no way can cope 
with a projected population of nine billion later this century. This should and must be a matter of immediate and 
urgent concern and action at the individual, local, state, federal and worldwide levels. Ignore overpopulation and 
forget a future, livable, sustainable world. Bob Ballou 
.......................................................................................................... 

I just took the survey on climate change, and I have a general comment to make. No costs were included for any of 
the measures. Cost-benefit will be a major factor in deciding which measures to implement, so the lack of cost 
information makes it difficult to decide which measures are most importantifeasible. As I believe we need to take 
immediate and serious actions, I support any and all measures towards that end - but to really decide which are the 
most important to take action on, cost-benefit is needed. Kathleen Ralph 
.......................................................................................................... 

I have completed the survey on Montana Climate Change Action Plan from the Environmental Quality Council. I 
found no email address for that department, but found yours under the "contact us" list. Have you done any 
calculations how much all this is going to cost in increased taxes? I have listed many reasons below as to why this is 
all unnecessary. More and more credible scientists are speaking out about the falacy of the theory of global 
warming. I fail to see how this nation can endure such taxes and regulations on free enterprise that this plan requires. 
According to reports from the U.S. National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) that reveal that 
almost all the allegedly "lost" ice has come back. A NOAA report shows that ice levels which had shrunk from 5 
million square miles in January 2007 to just 1.5 million square miles in October, are almost back to their original 
levels. 
A Feb. 18 report in the London Daily Express showed that there is nearly a third more ice in Antarctica than usual, 
challenging the global warming crusaders and buttressing arguments of skeptics who deny that the world is 
undergoing global warming. 
As winter roars in across the Northern Hemisphere, Mother Nature seems to have joined the ranks of the skeptics. 
As the Daily Express notes, scientists are saying the northern Hemisphere has endured its coldest winter in decades, 
adding that snow cover across the area is at its greatest since 1966. The newspaper cites the one exception - 
Western Europe , which had, until the weekend when temperatures plunged to as low as -10 C in some places, been 
basking in unseasonably warm weather. 
Around the world, vast areas have been buried under some of the heaviest snowfalls in decades. Central and southern 
China, the United States, and Canada were hit hard by snowstorms. In China, snowfall was so heavy that over 
100,000 houses collapsed under the weight of snow. 
Jerusalem, Damascus , Amman, and northern Saudi Arabia report the heaviest falls in years and below-zero 
temperatures. In Afghanistan , snow and freezing weather killed 120 people. Even Baghdad had a snowstorm, the 
first in the memory of most residents. 
AFP news reports icy temperatures have just swept through south China , stranding 180,000 people and leading to 
widespread power cuts just as the area was recovering from the worst weather in 50 years, the govenunent said 
Monday. The latest cold snap has taken a severe toll in usually temperate Yunnan province, which has been struck by 
heavy snowfalls since Thursday, a government official from the provincial disaster relief office told AFP. 
Twelve people have died there, state Xinhua news agency reported, and four remained missing as of Saturday. 
An ongoing record-long spell of cold weather in Vietnam 's northern region, which started on Jan. 14, has killed 
nearly 60,000 cattle, mainly bull and buffalo calves, local press reported Monday. By Feb. 17, the spell had killed a 
total of 59,962 cattle in the region, including 7,349 in the Ha Giang province, 6,400 in Lao Cai, and 5,57 1 in Bac 



Can province, said Hoang Kim Giao, director of the Animal Husbandry Department under the Vietnamese Ministry 
of Agriculture and Rural Development, according to the Pioneer newspaper. 
In Britain the temperatures plunged to - 10 C in central England , according to the Express, which reports that experts 
say that February could end up as one of the coldest in Britain in the past 10 years with the freezing night-time 
conditions expected to stay around a frigid -8 C until at least the middle of the week. And the BBC reports that a bus 
company's efforts to cut global warming emissions have led to services being disrupted by cold weather. 
Meanwhile Athens News reports that a raging snow storm that blanketed most of Greece over the weekend and 
continued into the early morning hours on Monday, plunging the country into sub-zero temperatures. The agency 
reported that public transport buses were at a standstill on Monday in the wider Athens area, while ships remained in 
ports, public services remained closed, and schools and courthouses in the more severely-stricken prefectures were 
also closed. 
Scores of villages, mainly on the island of Crete , and in the prefectures of Evia, Argolida, Arcadia , Lakonia, Viotia, 
and the Cyclades islands were snowed in. 
More than 100 villages were snowed-in on the island of Crete and temperatures in Athens dropped to -6 C before 
dawn, while the coldest temperatures were recorded in Kozani, Grevena, Kastoria and Florina, where they plunged to 
-12 C. 
If global warming gets any worse we'll all freeze to death. Shirley Rasmussen 
............................................................................................................ 

This survey, this solicitation, on a politically charged subject of nonexperts and many emotionally charged 
ideologues, on both sides, makes the usage of such responses, as you might receive, open for justifiable criticism that 
a political, nonscientific, solution will be the answer if enough MONEY is available. Leading a "climate change" 
parade provides a convenient excuse for government to grow its power and the bureaucracy with a stated purpose to 
analyze, propose, legislate and regulate the citizens at greater expense for their own good; additional taxes, fees and 
other euphemistic charges, not to mention fines and penalties, accruing to the state growing out of legislation, will be 
attached to the global warming debate so as to separate people from their money for political and unsound scientific 
purpose. 

By asking the uneducated citizen for OPINIONS (" ... what Montanans think ...") on "climate change" you, hopefully, 
create a beautiful global warming parade, marching for the greater good, that is, in fact, nothing more than a clever 
ruse to mask the subsequent thievery, separating the people from their hard-earned incomes. Dean Anderson 

I think we need to let the climate change do what ever it is going to do. To think that man's piddly works changes the 
climate is about as accurate as saying we came from apes. There certainly is not a consensus on this issue and I 
notice that it isn't discussed when the temperature is below normal. 

This state needs to set aside A1 Gore's mission as bogus and set aside any suggestions of support of his mission by 
the Governor or anyone else because it will just be costly to the citizens and for nothing. 

I believe that my positions represents a majority of Montanan's and if the state decides that man caused "global 
warming" has any veracity then the people should be consulted in a voting situation. Dallas D. Erickson 
.............................................................................................................................. 

February 28,2008 

The Honorable David Wanzenried 
Chair - Environmental Quality Council 
903 Sky Drive 
Missoula, MT 59804-3 121 

Re: MDU Resources Group, Inc., Response to Questions in EQC Survey on Climate Change 

Dear Senator Wanzenried: 

Thank you for the opportunity to provide comments to the Environmental Quality Council on the recommendations 



listed in Montana's Climate Change Action Plan Final Report (Plan) completed by the Governor's Climate Change 
Advisory Committee. We applaud the EQC for its effort to obtain suggestions and input from citizens, businesses 
and industries of Montana on the important and complex issue of addressing climate change. 

MDU Resources Group, Inc. (MDU) is a multi-dimensional enterprise comprised of regulated and non-regulated 
businesses. We provide value-added natural resource products and related services that are essential to energy and 
transportation infrastructure. Our enterprises in the state of Montana include: 
1. Montana-Dakota Utilities Co. 5. Knife River Corporation 
2. Williston Basin Interstate Pipeline Co. 6. MDU Construction Services Group 
3. Fidelity Exploration and Production Co. 
4. Bitter Creek Pipelines LLC 

We wish to offer comment and discussion on several recommendations from the Plan that are listed in the survey: 

ES-11 Methane and C 0 2  Reduction in Oil and Gas Production 

Since the intent of this recommendation is to minimize emissions of methane, the very product we produce 
and transport, MDU strongly supports the state's interest in minimizing or eliminating such emissions. Williston 
Basin Interstate Pipeline Company already participates in the EPA's STAR program, which is the heart of this 
recommendation. Through the program, companies that produce, transmit and distribute natural gas seek ways to 
reduce emissions of methane. Although Bitter Creek Pipelines and Fidelity Exploration & Production Company are 
not formal participants in the STAR program, they use best practices which in many respects follow the program. 

RCII- 1 Demand-Side Management (DSM) 

MDU agrees it is important to promote and encourage demand-side management. In fact, the identification 
and acquisition of cost-effective DSM has been an on-going part of Montana-Dakota Utilities Co.'s (Montana- 
Dakota) Integrated Least Cost Planning since Montana's law was enacted in 1993. Montana-Dakota's planning 
process includes the provision of a 15 percent cost advantage to DSM. That 15 percent cost advantage was 
incorporated in the cost cap for renewables which applies to Montana-Dakota under Montana's 2005 Montana 
Renewable Power Production and Rural Economic Development Act. Under an aggressive DSM program, policies 
that "decouple" fixed cost recovery from the amount of energy sold will be important to assure proper cost recovery. 
That dialogue has already begun with the Public Service Commission. 

ES-1 Expand Renewables Requirement to 25125 

MDU supports the goal of deploying renewable energy technology in its integrated system where it is cost 
efficient. Montana-Dakota has constructed the 19.5 MW Diamond Willow Wind Farm near Baker to respond to 
Montana's Renewable Portfolio Standard. It is important to recognize that Montana-Dakota's service territory is 
located outside of the Western Interconnect, in which most other Montana utilities are located. This creates 
limitations on the opportunity to meet demand by sharing generation resources with other Montana utilities. Also, 
Montana-Dakota's load in Montana represents roughly a quarter of its system requirements. Monthly peak demand 
on the Montana portion of the system varied last year from 74 MW to 114 MW. With Diamond Willow on line, 
Montana-Dakota will already have 175 MW of nameplate capacity on line within the state, and can adequately serve 
the needs of its customers with existing generation. A requirement to build additional renewable generation in 
excess of customer needs will not be in the economic best interest of these customers. 

ES-819 Cap & TradelCarbon Tax 

MDU agrees with the Climate Change Advisory Committee that to be successfU1 in reducing greenhouse 
gas emissions, a cap and trade program or carbon tax likely will have to be implemented at the federal level. 
Although a regional cap and trade program might be a possibility, as indicated in the report it would likely lead to 
inter-regional leakage and adverse regional economic impacts. 

ES-5 Incentives for Carbon Capture & SequestrationIReuse - Advanced Fossil Fuels Generation 



MDU supports CCSR research, and developing standards and protocols for eminent domain for needed CO, 
pipelines, associated landowner protections and addressing long-term liability issues. Unfortunately, CCSR 
technology is not expected to be commercially deployable until at least the 2020 timeframe. Consequently, the 
timing of its availability, and the cost impact on customers and the regional economy, will be important 
considerations. 

ES- 10 Generation Performance StandardGHG Offsets 

MDU has the same concerns over a "facilities-based" standard as those it described in response to ES-5. 
Additionally in the case of a "load-based" standard for load-serving entities like utilities, Montana-Dakota is 
concerned about the lack of availability of hydro or nuclear resources similar to those available in California and 
Washington. Montana-Dakota agrees that offsets could be a viable mechanism, but is concerned about the actual 
availability of such offsets and their cost. It is also unclear how the limitation on financial commitments by "load 
serving entities" would apply to a utility such as Montana-Dakota that owns its own generation. 

ES-4 Incentives and Barrier Removal for CHPIDG 

MDU agrees that the development and use of clear interconnection rules is desirable. We agree with the 
cautionary note of the advisory committee that any net metering requirements must be carefully crafted to avoid 
creating ratepayer subsidies of combined heat and power facilities or distributed generation. In the development of 
mandatory long-term contracts at avoided cost rates, MDU urges the state to apply the lessons learned from its 
previous experience with PLTRPA-qualifying facilities on the former Montana Power system. It is important to set 
reasonable avoided cost rates to avoid imposing an undue cost burden on captive ratepayers. 

TLU-5 Growth and Development Bundle 

MDU agrees it makes sense to seek ways through transportation and land use changes to reduce vehicle 
trips and miles traveled. Options include state andor local land use practices and policies that promote permitting of 
aggregate sources closer to markets being served to reduce truck haul distances. This has potential to produce 
significant reduction of GHG emissions and provide cost savings to consumers. Options could also encourage 
recycling of construction materials (asphalt, concrete, etc.) that result in GHG reductions through reduced fuel usage 
in mininglprocessing. The state of Montana could lead by example through DOT bid documents. 

TLU-718 Heavy Duty Vehicle Emissions StandardsIRetrofit Incentives and Idle Reduction 

MDU supports efforts to reduce greenhouse gas and particulate matter emissions from heavy-duty vehicles. 
It's important to understand that retrofits for PM and NOx reduction may result in reduced fuel efficiency and more 
GHG emissions. EPA and California mandates for cleaner engines have focused on reduction in PM and NOx, not 
greenhouse gases. MDU supports the deployment of retrofits and new engine technology as replacements demand 
and economics dictate. Policymakers need to be cognizant that Montana operators can only adapt their fleet as 
manufacturers supply new technology, and that increased costs ultimately flow to the consumer. MDU strongly 
supports idle reduction programs and is voluntarily doing this through its Shut Down and Save program to reduce 
GHG emissions from unnecessary idling (truck idling = 14.7 lbs C0,e per hour). 

In conclusion, MDU appreciates the importance of addressing climate change, but we believe it is essential that 
regulations and mitigation measures recognize the limitations of existing technology and minimize adverse impacts 
to the regional economy. We look forward to working with the EQC and the State of Montana to achieve 
appropriate targets. 

Sincerely, 

S/ Terry D. Hildestad 

Terry D. Hildestad 



cc: EQC staff 

To the EQC : 

In regards to climate change and the solutions for such---I would recommend digging out the winter garb and facing 
the (cyclamatic) changes. This is from a product of the "dirty thirties" who has memories of feeding cattle with a 
team and sleigh using a "hickory-handled" hay loader, better known as a pitch fork ... 

Many of us who still manage water close to the snow banks as it trickles out, are looking forward to a good "old 
fashioned" winter. The headwaters of the upper Big Hole is on the way to mitigate recent drought years evident by a 
NRCS snotel site at Darkhorse Lake. Recent readings show 89" of snow with a 23% moisture reading. 

Stay warm; more is coming. 

Bill Tash, SD-36 

I have attached a copy of the MBIAIMAR letter on the Climate Change Advisory Committee's recommendations. 
We will be presenting oral testimony to the Environmental Quality Council on March 1 l ih  as a follow up to this 
letter. 

Please take a few moments and fill out the online survey regarding the climate change recommendations. NO growth 
groups have been working with environmental organizations to fill out over 1,000 surveys. We NEED TO 
RESPOND!! http://1eg.1nt.gov/css/cliniatc survcy.asp 

At a bare minimum, please fill in the survey with a "1" or Do Not Support for recommendations of RCII - 4, RCII - 
5, TU-5 - all of these proposals will SLTBSTANTIALLY INCREASE the COST of building a Home. 

In all honesty, this survey is little more than a joke, as over 700 pages of explanatory information has been written to 
help legislators understand the proposals. No normal citizen is going to take the time to go through the massive 
amount of information to learn the implications of the recommendations. Additionally, the survey supplements cite 
"no cost" for the vast majority of items that effect our industry - a blatant misrepresentation of reality.. .. All of this 
will be pointed out to legislators, but WE STILL NEED RESPONSES! 

Thank you 

(Attachment) 

February 27,2008 

Senator Dave Wanzenried 

Chairman 

Montana Environmental Quality Council 

P . 0  Box 20 1704 

Helena, MT 59620-1 704 

Senator Wanzenried: 

The Montana Building Industry Association (MBIA) is a nonprofit trade association representing over 2100 small 
Montana businesses. On an annual basis, MBIA members build between 75 - 85% of all new homes in Montana. 
The Montana Association of REALTORS@-(MAR) has nearly 4,700 members and is the business advocate for 
Montana real estate professionals, representing practitioners active in all phases of real estate brokerage, 
management, development and appraisal. 



MBIA is wholly committed to improving the energy efficiency and environmental friendliness of homes built across 
Montana. We are in the final stages of developing our "Montana Green Building Guidelines" that will allow new 
homes throughout Montana to be certified at different levels of environmental friendliness. 

Our Green Build Guidelines has been in development for over 7 years and has been crafted in partnership with over 
40 different public and private groups, including the Environmental Protection Agency, The Department of Energy, 
Energy Star, and the National Association of Home Builders. Recently the American National Standard Institute 
(ANSI) has certified our program. Additionally we are recognized by the International Codes Council, the body that 
develops and reviews building codes used throughout the world. 

MBIA's Green Building guidelines are a voluntary standard in which builders can choose to be trained. The 
guidelines, which cover 6 different aspects of green building, will successfully bring a level of green to a large swath 
of Montana residents currently priced out of the more expensive green build programs. 

It is important to note that our Green Building program is entirely voluntary, which promotes environmental 
conservation while ensuring that workforce housing does not get lost in the efforts to conserve. Though our program 
is voluntary, it is by no means ineffective. Our standards are affiliated with the National Home Builders Association 
(NAHB) Green Building Program and each home will be certified utilizing approved verification methods and 
protocol adopted by the NAHB Research Center. We expect to enroll between 200 - 300 Montana construction 
companies in our Green Build program by the end of 2008. Two hundred companies is roughly equivalent to 30% of 
all residential construction companies doing business in the state of Montana. We estimate that over 10% of new 
homes built in Montana during 2007 incorporated green building components; however these homes are receiving no 
recognition. Based on national trends and strong interest from homebuilders in Montana, we believe that 25% of new 
homes will be "green built" by 2020. Many Montanans are already living in houses that are partially green. We 
don't need mandates to expand that base; we need incentives, education, and promotion of green benefits. It has 
come to the attention of MBIA and MAR that the Governor's Montana Climate Change Advisory Committee has 
made several recommendations that relate to the construction of new homes. As previously mentioned, continued 
gains in the energy efficiency of new homes is a top priority for our associations, though we are just as concerned 
with the ever increasing cost of workforce housing. And while we understand the desire to reduce carbon emission 
from within our state, we have significant concerns regarding the cost effectiveness of several of the proposed 
recommendations. While the climate change recommendations are forward looking, it is important not to sacrifice 
the immediate future of Montana's working families by pricing them out of the housing market. We believe the best 
way to reduce Montana's carbon footprint is through consumer education, builder incentives, and easy to use 
voluntary guidelines. To be clear, green building is a top priority for our associations. However, protecting 
affordable workforce housing is a higher priority. Therefore, we are opposed to any new mandates that increase the 
cost of building a new home, cost that will be passed on to new homebuyers. Accordingly, MBIA and MAR would 
like to articulate significant concerns with 3 of the recommendations areas developed by the Climate Change 
Advisory Council: 

. RCII - 4 Building Energy Codes 

. RCII - 5 .Beyond Code. Building Design Incentives and Mandatory Programs 

. TLU - 5 Growth and Development Bundle 

R C I I 4  Building Energy Codes: 

Undertaking a comprehensive review of existing building codes in Montana to determine where increased energy 
efficiency can be achieved. 

Currently, Montana is in the process of adopting the 2006 International Residential Code and the International 
Energy Conservation Code, which has been analyzed and deliberated for 5 years and will not be complete for several 
months. Furthermore, the process has already begun on the specifics of the 2009 edition of both codes. The process 
for analyzing and reviewing Montana's building codes is a continuous and thorough process which includes analysis 
and input from experts located well beyond the borders of Montana. After the code is debated and developed by 
international experts it begins the Montana adoption process, which includes reevaluation and critique by local 
builders, building code officials, and state regulators. We are opposed to this "policy design" because Montana's 
building codes are reviewed through a stringent and methodical process that ensures quality and functionality. 



Increasing the review requirements of Montana's building codes ensures nothing but a longer timeline between 
adoptions of new standards. 

. Increasing standards such that the minimum performance of new and substantially renovated buildings, both 
commercial and residential, is at least 15% higher by 2010 than that required by today's building codes 
(International Energy Conservation Codes [IECC] 2003, though IECC 2006 codes are under consideration), and 
30% higher by 2020. 

Currently, the International Codes Council weighs the energy cost savings of any particular component of the code 
with the cost in implementation. Additionally, rating the energy efficiency of building codes is not a simple 
numerical process. We are dedicated to preserving affordable housing, and immediate substantial increases that 
require significant increases in energy efficiency without regard for cost will result less affordable workforce 
housing. We are opposed to this "policy design." 

Encouraging and working toward achieving the goal of .carbon-neutral. status for new buildings. Reductions in GHG 
emissions related to building energy use can be achieved through a combination of increased energy efficiency, 
switching to low- and no-carbon fuels (including solar energy) for previously fossil-fueled end-uses, purchases of 
.green power. from off-site providers, andlor installing on-site power generation fueled by renewable energy sources. 

We are supportive of consumer education and market based incentives as methods for promoting green building. 
However, we are dedicated to preserving the affordability of workforce housing, and we oppose mandated 
implementation of "carbon neutral" programs that make homes less affordable for Montana's working families. 

. Periodically and regularly (no less frequently than every 3 years) reviewing building codes, including energy 
efficiency requirements of building codes, to ensure that they stay up-to date. Include a review of standards related to 
air infiltration, building .tightness,. and related ventilation requirements. 

This policy design is currently being implemented in Montana. 

Offering, and requiring as appropriate, education to equip building code officials, builders, designers, and others to 
effectively implement building energy code improvements. This might include, for example, developing a corps of 
licensed independent contractors who could inspect buildings for compliance with the new energy codes, especially 
in rural areas that currently may have minimal code inspection. 

We support continuing education for builders and developers; and a magnitude of training is currently available for 
building inspectors. 

Statewide Building Permit Program: Institute a statewide building permit program to ensure consistency with regard 
to code application and enforcement among buildings built in both urban and rural areas. 

We are staunchly opposed to a statewide building permit. A centralized permit system would result in a loss of local 
control for over 50 different local governments. Additionally, it would mean cost increases and construction delays. 
A 1997 Montana Legislative Audit Report looked into the feasibility of developing and implementing a statewide 
building permitiinspection system and found significant cause to stay with our current system. 

The current Montana system ensures a state standard, but is flexible enough to allow for local control and 
supervision of the building process. A statewide building permit program would interfere with a local government's 
ability to provide local control, regulate and enforce zoning and planning ordinances, watch local growth patterns, 
and identify property for property tax purposes. The 1997 Legislative Audit on the feasibility of a statewide 
building permit found that Montana's current system works better than a statewide permit system. The Audit states: 
"Montana's current system of combined state and local-level regulation makes sense. It can provide an effective and 
efficient means of enforcing the state building code.. ." "Given the large amount of work and the large physical area 
to be inspected, it is unrealistic for the Department of Commerce or local governments to administer the state 
building code program alone. A system which relied entirely on local-level enforcement would not be very efficient 
especially in the more rural counties which have a low number of inspection sites. On the other hand, placing all 
regulatory authority with the state would have its drawbacks. Local governments would have no oversight of 
construction occurring in their communities. In addition, local programs can be more efficient in areas with 
concentrated construction. The current system of combined state and local-level regulation makes sense. It can 
provide an effective and efficient means of enforcing the state building code. Conclusion: Montana's current system 
of state and local government building code enforcement programs is a reasonable approach.. ." 
. Additional Code Enforcement: Consider providing additional code enforcement to improve understanding of and 



compliance with more rigorous energy efficiency codes. 

The current building permit structure is fee based, meaning that the cost of a building permit is commensurate with 
the costs local governments incur while successfully administering building codes. The mechanism for creating 
"additional code enforcement" already exists should local governments believe that more enforcement is needed. 

. Utility Assistance: Consider using utility resources to help implement building energy codes- for example, having 
utilities review building designs and monitor energy performance. Utilities might play a role in enforcement through 
the application of interconnection rules, tariffs, and connection charges that encourage the construction of buildings 
that use energy efficiently and at an appropriate level. 

We are steadfastly opposed to placing the enforcement of building codes, or the approval of building designs, into 
the hands of any utility. The notion that a utility 

company is better equipped than a builderlcustomer to dictate design is astoundingly absurd. RCII-5 .Beyond 
Code. Building Design Incentives and Mandatory Programs: 

. Reduce per-unit-floor-area consumption of grid electricity and natural gas by 20% by 2020 in existing buildings 
and by 50% in new buildings by 2020. Up to 10% of the targeted reduction for new homes can come from use of 
off-site electricity generation from renewable energy. 

These requirements should be phased in over time and will have the following targets: 

. Improve 25% of existing residential units in Montana by the year 2020. 

. Improve 25% of existing commercial floor space in Montana by the year 2020. 

We are supportive of providing incentives for building above code specifications. However, we are opposed to any 
"above code" mandates, including L.E.E.D, and energy efficiency mandates, which will significantly add to the cost 
of construction and diminish the availability of affordable workforce housing. MBIA's Green Build Guidelines are 
a market based solution that promotes significant energy conservation. Based upon national trends, and interest 
among Montana builders, we anticipate that 15 - 20 % percent of new homes will be build to "above code" energy 
efficiency standards by 2020. Montana currently lacks meaningful incentives for "green building." The adoption of 
significant incentives, such as tax credits and fee reductions, will go a long way towards encouraging an increased 
level of "green building" in Montana. 

TU-5 Growth and Development Bundle 

We are supportive of the local government planning and zoning process. We are also protective of affordable, 
workforce housing and property rights. Section TU-5, covering a broad range of land use issues, contains several 
significant policy changes for the State of Montana, all of which will significantly increase the cost of new home 
construction. 

The most significant public policy change highlighted in TU-5 is the use of impact fees to "provide significant cost 
savings to local governments that could be redirected toward the 

city-county multimodal transportation funding." It has always been the position of MBIA and MAR that impact fees 
should be charged by local governments to cover the cost of new capital facilities directly related to new 
development. Impact fees are not a politically handy method of revenue generation that allows existing tax dollars to 
be redirected. Several Montana communities have adopted impact fees ranging from $5,000 - $14,000, causing a 
significant setback in the stock of affordable workforce housing. New creative liberties with application of impact 
fees will cause an even larger shortage of affordable homes. The tone and direction of TU-5 appears to signify a 
turn towards penalizing or denying traditional growth patterns in favor of so called "smart growth formulas. This 
sentiment, while currently popular, promotes an extremely adversarial relationship with folks that wish to live in a 
more rural environment. A one size fits all land use policy will not work in Montana. Once again, we are supportive 
of the goals outlined by the Climate Change Advisory Conlmittee, however we believe the best approach to 
achieving these goals is to work through public education, provide builder incentives, and easy-to-use voluntary 
guidelines. We encourage your support in promoting our Green Build Guidelines, as this program will make 
significant headway in creating a greener Montana. 

Sincerely, 

Jeff Junkert Dan Wagner President President Montana Building Industry Association Montana Association of 



ACTION ALERT 

In an attempt to address global warming concerns. Governor Schweitzer created the "Governor's Climate Change 
Advisory Committee". This group produced 54 recommendations. The Environmental Quality Council, during it's 
January meeting, decided to place them on their website for public comment. 

The survey is very long. However, it is very important that we submit comment. You are asked to rate each 
recommendation on a scale of 1-5. I would recommend that you do not check the #3 box as that could easily be 
interpreted as a "I guess I don't care if you do or do not put this in law." 

The report has something for everyone ... utilities, agriculture, railroads, housing, appliances, snowmobiles, cars ... 
you name it. We know that those in favor of these recommendations are responding in large numbers. EQC has 
indicated that they will weight "comments" more heavily than just numerical votes. In any of the sections that you 
feel qualified, please offer comment as well as your vote. 

Please keep in mind our friends when you are filling out the survey. We need good jobs, housing and affordable 
energy in this state as well as the ability to ride our sleds and .?-wheelers. 

Each question provides you with a link to the report. It isn't done so that you go to the correct page, so it does take 
some reading. Please remember to offer comment as well as a numerical vote whenever you feel you can. 

The link to the survey and the report is http:llleg.mt.govlcsslclimate~survey.asp. They will accept comment thru 
February 29,2008. 

We would also like to request that you follow up on this issue either by talking to your legislative candidates andlor 
writing letters to the editor. A computer survey that allows you to vote as many times as you wish, from anywhere in 
the world is not how you create good public policy. Although we do not want to ignore the survey, the results should 
not be the basis for writing law in Montana. Good public policy is created using open public testimony, a thorough 
understanding of the science and economics involved and open debate - not a public opinion poll. 

Please feel free to share this with your friends, family and co-workers. 

Thank you for your help. 

Hello 

I would have participated in your survey if there was anyway other than computer. I think Montana needs to do 
something about global warming. Dennis Croxton 

Please include this letter with my survey comments to the EQC: 

Dear Senator I.ugar. we have belhre us an opportunity to rebuild this greal nation. In the interests of national security 

and cconornic gro\vtln, we need to inwe ahead aitl) cellulcrsic ethanol. As Ilruce I>;lle (M~ctiigan State I!niversity) 

poinls out, we must very carefully plan the hiol'uels intlustry. lieccnlly 1 \\as reading iin arlicle about millions of old 

tires that were sunk to the bolton) of tlic ocean in hopes of recreating reefs. Kow after two decades. scierltisls have 

discovered that tl~ese arlificial reel's have not stimulated coral ~~-owt l i  or other acluatic lire and loose tires are lcackii~ig 

toxic chen~icals antl moving aro~md the ocean tli)i,r. [f we are riot caretill: a niislnanaged hinli~els policy coulil have 

L7ery siin~lar results with an en1;u-gecl l>ead Lone in the Gulf of Mexiccl ailtl depleletl soils allcl wetla~lds. 

YOLIT I)iofi~els and agricullural aide. Aaron Wliitcsel, I~as  inentioned that you wish to scc cellulosic [i~els move into 

unsubsiclized production. LVe could 11ot aprce Inorc. I.il<e you, we er~vision an inclustry that supporls farrners. the 

railroads; and the IIS steel industry. I understand your support for corn fanners and I kno\v Intliana is i1 big corn 

producer. I also understand that your fuel initiatives and those laid fortti by Senator Oilama ivill need cellulosic 

feedstocks in order to achieve these goals. Wllile the tirst initial facilities will rnostly use waste streanls like corn arid 



wheal stolrer, we must look beyond monocrops arltl focus on ecolo~icol tlivers~ty. (ienetically inodificcl sn.itc11grass 

anti ~niscaiitl~us might he promising in term.; of  )iclds 1x11 tllc most rcccut stililics coining ti.orn I)a\ id Tillman 

(I!ni\~ersity of Minnesota) are sllowing that n1ore energy is pl.esent In mil;eJ-species grasslands than single. 

rnol~ocropped CiR.10 grasses. The ilnplications of s~lch research are far-rznching in terms of both habitat for \%ilcilifc 

and long-tcim soil maintenance. (iraxslnnJs tlcpc.nJ on inulriple spccics of'plants all norking in unison to return 

carbon and other miconutrients 1.0 rhc soil horiz(,ns. Over a century ot'~~~lic~nicaIs, pl0\4~iiig arid extensive groundwater 

use car1 be reversed if we use the grasslands 3.4 they liavl: bcen g,ro\\.irls I'or 2' ~riillion ycal..;. No pesticicles. 

herbicides or f'crtilizer.: uill be necessary in order to niain~ai~i an a\cmel: produclion of 6 tons of dry weight per acrc. 

Using 300 rnillion acrcs of grasslands. 14.c can produce 480 gallons pcr acre from h tons and 144 billion 

gallons of l i~el  per year. 

Another reason we need to pill-hue a natural grasslnntl approach is tcrrorisun. Tlic Middle h : ~ l  is full of  pcoplc, ~vith 

technical degrees in soil and botanical sciences and we can ill aSfi,rd to allow thcni to develop rusts. smuts. diseases 

and crological p~ar s  that can attack wcakncsscs ill our b iof~~els  indust~-)i. Once \ye get this ind:ls~ry rirn~iirig in the 

hi1 lions ol'gallo~is. cannot have 

religious and political firnd;~mcntalists iising their technical backgrounds to attack our energy cmys. [Icncc, need 

lo protect our grasslan~ls in a non-genetically ~nodificd, ecologically di\rcrsc manner. If  we do not. tllc (;real I'lains 

and othcr. grasslanils will be 21 brcecli11g ground for uninvited bugs, diseases and pushy and aggressil-c strains of 

planls (ha1 will ilSf'ect C V C ~ ~ O I I C  liorn l'arincrs and ranchers to American consumers w:ho depend on clualir); foods arid 

reliable energy for their e \ c~yday  needs. That means Congress will need ro bring tile Bureau of [.and h,lnnngc~ncnt. 

1Jnitcd States torexl Service and the IJnited States Dcpartnicnr oS,2griculturc up ro date on these conccrl~s and 1 

think a cellulosic conl~nittee lnadc up of all three i.lcpartrncnts is a \vise idea. 

, . 
1 he  reat at ['Inins is IIOI the only place \\:t~erc cellulosic ethanol will be protluced. We will I I ~ I V ~  blort:li~~erics 

~~roducing erhanol Srclm aspen/poplar~popplc. \villo\x~ a11d likely several other rrces such bass\4.oo~i, red osier 

dogwood, birch and cottonwood. l 'he northeaster11 Urlired Stiitcs stands to gain a considerable anlotint of'ecoiloini~ 

g~-o~ . t I l  as as1)en is a si~perior Scedstocl, and lllcre are abuntlant quantities a\lailable. Again. no ~nodiiication of ihe 

natural cn\lirorin,ent is necessal-y a~iti the Nortlici~st can maintain a continual prc,duction le\.cl \vliile pro\.idingjobs 

antl income for the II~\V-sragnaiit lu~nber and niilling inciusrry Ihcre. Phar nlealns t h ; ~ t  grasslands can replace all [he 

fuel we now ~ s c  antl thc other lccdstocks suc11 as wc,c>tlchips. peanut t~ulls. kuit peels and lawn clippings (using an 

inrcgratcd municipal pick-up system) could protluce an adtlitional I00 billion gallon s~lrplus per year Sor sale to 
countries in the bllidtile Last. S O L I I ~  t'riciiic and in Asia. Furt11c.r~ in times ofdrougllt or un[hrsee~l weather on the 

Great I'li~i~is. we could rely 011 these ~ t l l c r  arcas of'prc>duction to e~isiire ; I I I  year[!. file1 c ~ n s ~ ~ r ~ i p t i o r ~  is met. Once the 

s~lrplus becolnes avail;~bJc. I think \vc slrnuld 11iiiint;iin al7prol;i1natcl); 50 S~s;ltcgic t -~ . l~a~lol  Reserves (SI:R'q) 01'2 

bill~on gallons per rcsci-vc. 'l'his wo~lld puaranrcc that in the event of a larger clilnacr~c cwnt  like a volcanic eruption 

sirnllnr to the Mount I'ambora crul?tion in  I8 1.5. we ~ o u l i i  have lilel to last oLer a yz;lr until glohal tcmnperatures 

came back L I ~  and il \~;ould help srahilizc glohal ~?rices in the c\ c111 orhcr h~omass regions S L I C I I  as the Ukraine, 

Russian sreppc antl C:anada thiletl to produce their !~e;uly producticlo Icvt:ls. 

I'herc are other coiiccn~s regarding Illis tlevel(>ping indust~y that ~nlrs[ also hc addressed. -1-liose concerns include 

ti-ansporta~ion. srorage and inriastructure for r '~t1~~1oI. Griisses iillii \voodcll~ps ca111 he stored outsidr in bales and piles. 

However, we must consitler downstreanl processlrig in terms o f \  iilue-atldcti co-products such as bioplastics. textiles, 

sugars. h o d  arid ptlarmaccutical cuinpounds. ' I  Ilus \41e need to inakc uurc that rnuch of this bio~nass is PI-orccted from 

nlold: pests. and ~noisture so tll:ir the clielnicals in tlie biomass do 1io1 bcconie ticgradttl. 1 am suggesting me Luse 

eriiply rail c a n  as storage units. Iience, \re can eapitali~e on tlie existing rail lines anti nune the rail cars to the 

bicnclineries as neetletl. Once the bales. chips, or hulls are unloaded. the rail cars leaving the biorclinerics will carry 



the actual ethdllol 1  urtllcr. the Joco~not~\~cs can bc rct~ofitlecl to co-lire hrgh I3 I I J  lignln that I \  left o\cr  iioln the 

b~orciincr~es and thi\ ~ 1 1 1  help lo\\cr tlrrl co\t\ fol the tram\ I he b~orciincrics n111 opcralc on eiectrlcal and heat 

generation fioni the ~ ( ~ ~ n b u s t r o n  of I I ~ I I I I ~  l111e ethanol and other eo-pro~luct\ arc ~nadc Any execs\ cleclr~clt) can 

be Sccl back ltlro the grid or ~lscd to po\ver ollier locl~l~/ed Sclc~l~tics ,mi t h ~ s  11111 c~j\ure no \ub\~dlc\ are nceticd to 

run t h ~ \  ~ n d ~ i s t r ~  

I aln clwarc of L I I C  prol)lc~na 1~1th p1pc11n:'s. Iiold~ng tanks. fiiel~iig station> I hc>e 1>\11cs 'ire bclng aorAcd out and 

thcrc I \  111) qucstlon the amount of money generated by t h ~ s  ~ndu.;tl? \ill1 niorc than pa) for thc\c adll~\tni~~iL> In 'I 

\cry short tllne. Further, \r.~th nc\i licbr~d autoniob~lc> be1115 ~n,rde to rlui o n  85- I 00°,, ctIianc)l, the lo\\,e~ Ml'O 

concerns w ~ l l  drop ac these nex cal\ and tiuck, get 30 I ~ n ~ l c s  per gallon I hu\, ~ t '  lilzl rrse drops below I 4 0  h1111,)n 

g ~ ~ l l o ~ i >  currently used, a-c can sell the cucc,> etha~lol and use thi:, to pay back the iet1il;ll loanc llcctfed to changc the 

~nfrastructu~c klirthcr. slnce tlic Mlddlc f3st ha\ te\\ biomass resene>. a.c can sell them our excess ethanol and 

niobc 11110 a federal trade wrplub rather than a dcfic~t. Th~s  w111 keep the balance pouel 111 the hand,\ oFYA I 0  
countlie\ and make \urc thc " \phe~e of ~nilucncc" I >  nna~nl'llncd 111 the 1 1, dnd Yortli 41~lcr1ca 

Senator I upar. thank >ou for tak~ng the tlnit: to coiih~der our Input 1  ha\ e p r a  ~oubl) ~ont'lcted the offices oi N a r ~ ~ v  

Pclos~. O l y n p ~ a  5nowt:. B y ~ o n  Dorg;rn, Ilarla Cantwell, Rub\ I clngold, I om IIark~n and Harack Obama 7 hc\e 

('ongrc>sional menibel:, are eager to mo\e in the right d~rection Please lee1 Free to contact nic any time 

Slncercly, Wllllaln James 1 ) l r t l  

(;A I 0  G I  oup Ibundcr and 1 3 0 1 )  ~neinbcr 

'1'0 whom it may concern: 

1 strongly support (iov. Schwcitzcr's C'limate Change Action Plan. 1 don't have a working computcr to answer online, 

but I hope you will cclunt nic in favor of this plan to prcvenl the worst ef io ts  ol'global aa l~ning.  

l 'ha~lk you for opening this issue up LO public rcsponsc. Sincerely, f:. Lcc .T-ra\.is 



F'eb. 28.2008 

I<n\~ironmen tnl Qua1 i ty  Co~~nciI  
1'0 box 201 704 
I-lelena, MI. 50620-1 704 

Ileal- Council, 

Plcasc support the advisory committee's recommendation for reducing 
global \varming pollution in Montana. They are excellent and minimal! 

Wc ::re c-<!rcmcly concerned about cur care of Gcd's earth f ~ r  our children. 

/ '  ,, '/ 
,/ L 2  , L A / [  c ( , 

Karen (' .Shores 
1 5 C'arlieek I . a n ~  
C'amcron, Mt. 59720 

MAR 0 3 2008 

LEGISLATIVE ENVIRONMENTAL 
POLICY OFFICE 

Eric and Ann Shores 
Box 138 
McAllister. Mt. 59740 



Environmental Quality Council 
Legislative Environmental Policy Office 
P.O. Box 201 704 
Helena MT 59620- 1704 

February 29, 2007 

MAR 0 3 2008 

LEGISLATIVE ENVliUNMENTAL 
POLICY OFFICE 

MT Environmental Quality Council: 

I commend the state of Montana for taking significant steps in recent months to 
address the issue of global uamling. The November. 2007 release of the -'AMontana 
Climate Change Action Plan," and the January, 1008 official joining of the Western 
Climate Initiative, both demonstrate the state's conlnlitment to taking on the challenges 
of global warming. But rhetoric, signatures and reconlnlendations only go so far. I am 
writing to urge and implore the state to do more, and it on14 seems logical that the 
Environmental Quality Council be responsible for ensuring such action tal\z place. As 
wildfires scourge the forests, temperatures reach record highs, and n~ountaintop glaciers 
continue to melt, we're watching Montana begin to feel the initial effects of climate 
change-effects that are harming the natural features that make Montana unique and 
great, as well as serve as provide the state's economic foundation. 

The overwhelming international scientific consensus tells us that we must reduce our 
greenhouse gas emissions 80% by 2050 in order to avoid catastrophic environmental 
damages caused by climate change. The lMontana Climate Change Action Committee 
(CCAC) agrees that MT needs to "further reduce emissions to 80% below 1990 levels by 
2050"-it's a great long-term goal. However, CCAC's 54 greenhouse gas emission 
reduction recommendations are only aimed -'to reduce gross GHG emissions to 1990 
levels by 2022." That is simply not enough. The same group of scientists telling us to 
reduce 80% by 2050 is also telling us that we must begin reduction now--1;ot two, five, 
or ten years down the road: we do not have that much time to wait. We need leadership 
and momentum, and immediate steps are the perfect wa? to begin. The recommendations 
that will not be as easy to implement. must at least be in their infant state. In order to 
reach the GHG emission reduction goals laid out in the Climate Change Action Plan, 
each of the 54 recomnlendations must be considered and most actually instituted. Again, 
we do not have the luxury to wait. 

The Montana EQC, ui th  support from the Governor, must draft and enact legislation 
that will ensure all of the recommendations that might require state involvement get 
passed and do so quickly. Furthermore, EQC should work ~ i t h  the state legislature to 
create a system that does not hinder progress on initiatives aimed at curbing greenhouse 
gas emissions. For example, the "Light-Duty Vehicle Clean Car Standards" 
(recommendation TLU-1) calls for Montana to adopt emission standards similar to those 
of California which call for "reductions of GHG enlissions of about 30% from new 
vehicles, phased in from 2009 to 201 6." The Climate Change Action Plan projects such 
an initiative would have no financial implications for the state. and it would save over 4.5 
million metric tons of Carbon Dioxide in 13 years. Another example is reconlnlendation 
ES-2, calling for incentives to invest in wind power. Because the price of wind, at this 
point in time, is higher than that of fossil fuels, we must find incentives for individuals, 



industries. utilities, etc., to invest in wind power and other renewable energy sources. 
The state should provide financial incentives-subsidies. tax breaks-and should pro\ ide a 
structure in which it is easy to build renewable plants and impossible to build fossil 
fueled plants. We simply cannot let such an initiatives get lost in the bureaucratic shuffle, 
and it is the responsibility of the EQC to ensure this does not happen. 

It is also crucial that a global warming public education program begin immediately. 
Not only would many of the recommendations proposed by CCAC benefit from public 
support and involvement, but more importantly with an effective program more Montana 
cit i~ens will get involved in the fight against global warming. Citizen involvement is key 
to the state reducing its greenhouse gas emission significantly-citizens need to 
understand wh: the\ should support state action and the) need to take personal steps to 
participate in the reduction effort. 

Finally, Montana must become a national leader in the fight against global 
warming. Montana, with encouragement and pressure from EQC, must push for the 
\;C'cstt'r11 C'li~llatc Iiiitiatibe (WCI) "load-based carbon trading system" to begin. It must 
also challenge the U7CI to increase its regional greenhouse gas reduction goal of a mere 
15% be lo^ 2005 I c~e l s  bq 2020. This is not enough and Montana-and the EQC, aimed 
at protecting our en\ironnient-should expect more from the WCI. 

There is no reason that Montana should not be seen as a leader in the nation in the 
fight against climate change. We do not have to stand in the shadows of California or the 
Kortheast. Montana has a lot to protect and it only seems riglit and natural f'ur it to take a 
stand, immediately. 

niversity of Montana 



'I'he Honorable Senator David Wanzenreid and liearesentative <'aroi 1.arnhert 
Co-Chairs, l<nvironmental Quality Council 
Legislative ICnviror~n~ental I'olicy Office 
P.0.  Box 201 703 
Helena, M'I 59620-1 704 MAR 0 3 2008 

Dear Senator U'an~enreid and Keprcsentati\ e I .ambert : LEGISLATIVE ENVIRQRMENTAL 
POLICY OFFICE 

I an1 writing this letter as a Montaiia citixn. \ oter, and linicersitg of Montana gracluate 
student concerned about the impacts of clitnate cliiiiige in Montana, the nation, rrnd the 
ctorld. Noting the scientific consensus in the recent National ilcadenij 01' Sciences and 
Intergovei~imcntal I'anel on ('linia1e Ch;liige (IPC'C') reports, there is little doubt thal 

3 3 .i~;thrc~,p<,genii glubal i~.ti-ming is oilc oi'ihe Ikiost ;crioLI, pri,aii';ils ::L!cifig : i 7 ~  \\arid 
today. Although truly ciirbiiig tlie effects of climate change will require a global sol~~tion, 
strite and local go\lernments can ant1 must make a dilrerence. 'I'he landmark Chli1i)rnia 
Global Wanniug Solutions Act of 2006 is a tlnc cuamplc or  bipartisan leadership in state 
govern~ncnt making a dif'terence on this issue and u good e nod el l i ~ r  other states to follou. 
Otl~cr elrbrts, such as the Western Climate Initiati~e (UC'I). are setting the bar for 
regional (il IG reduction targets and policies. I beliebe it is time I'or the State or' ilontana 
to stcp up to the responsibilitj of reducing its own GIiG emissions and contribtrtt. to thc 
OL era11 solution. 

It is encouraging to hnon that Go\~ernor Sch\+eit~er has iniplored tlie Iln\ ironmental 
Qualitj Co~mcil to think about these issues. as the Montalia ('lin~ate ('hange Action Plan 
(Ml-C CrlP) is el idence. Hov+ever. cliinate char~gt. is a pressing issue and its urgeiicj 
reyi~ircs that \\e act noct and follo~v tl~roi~gli b~ith the recommendations of'tlie Cliniate 
Change AcI\"isor> Committee in order to cnsure that our prired qualilj oflil'e in Montana 
is maintained. I&-hat will life be like for our children if we sit back and do nothing'? 
While I full) support all 54 recommenclations in the M'T-CCAI' and agree cvitli the 
coinniiltce that all need to be in~plemented. rind soon, in order to signilicantlj rcduce our 
GHCi emissions. I11 this letter 1 would like to ot't'er specific co~nmeiits on onlj a few of' 
the rcc~)~nr~iendation~. 

, ? 

I lie first recomrnendation(s) I want lo comrnent on are KCII-12 - State I ,eacl by ITxarnpIe 
and CC-7.1-7.3 - l'he State Gocernment's O\sn GHG 13inissions (1,ead b j  I uarnplc). I 
belicce impleirleii~atior~ is al~solurtel) imperati~~c. not nnl) for educating politicians and 
encowaging bipartisan leadership to craft GHG-reducing legislation but also for 
galmering p ~ ~ b l i c  support. Ifthe strite does not 'lead bj example' hou can ue expect 
KC11-6 - Consumer Education I'rograms and C'C-4 - State Clirurite Public 1:ducatiori and 
Oulreach lo work. I l'car the public will cry 'foul' if tlie stale go~~err~rueiit is no1 
"parlicipating in what it 1s preaching." For aiig of thc CCA("s rccom~ncnitations to ~401.h 

Me need to build a climate ino\enient in Montana. Although inost people in 4loiitana 
belicke cliiiiatc change is real I clo not think that many take it  scriou5 enough. I& e nceJ 
more people lroin all demographics i n  the state to inobili~e. lo build that n~o\aemer~~! No 
cloubt an all-out education and outreach b l i t ~  will be required to acliic\ e this and c~ith 110 



time to spare. If legislation to signilicantlj reduce (;[I(; emissions in the rcsidcntial. 
colnruercial, energj, anct agricultural sectors needs to be enacted in the next l'ew >cars. 
we necd to build the cli~natc niovement no\%! 1 beliebe RC'II-6 and CC-4 can help do this 
but not without RCX-12 and CC-7.1-7.3. 

I \vo~~ld  nou like to orfer a fe\z general comn~ents aboul the energ: supplj sector 
reconimendations in the MT-('CAI'. I see no reason u h j  we necd to export electricit) 
tliat is generated bq the combustion ol'i'ossil filels. With states like C'alitbrnia ancJ 
b'ashington con~mitting to irtili~e more and more electricit from renewable soikrces. b e  
should develop oirr plentif'ill cvind resources to generate electrici t j  for esport \.chile 
keeping the electricity u e  produce bia fossil Iilcls fijr in-state use. Ffonever. I Silllq 
support signilicant mitigation measures (ES-12, ES-13) to reducc GliG emissions at 
t3xisting Sos5il Cue1 Sacililies and at an) ne\v Sacililies, especiallj co:i1-to-!iquids (C' I L) 
plants. We can still bi~rn i'ossil fuels \\hile reducing our GHG elnissions, keep our 
electricitj export market. help other states achiebe ( ; I  I(; reduclious. and ease a global 
problem. 

Rccomn~endalions ES-2 - Reneuable 1:nergj Ince~ltices and Barrier Rcn~o\'al, 1;s-3 - 
Rescarch and r)evelopn~ent (R&T)), Including R&D for Energy Storage and /\d\~anced 
I;ossil I<  ilel Technologies, and ES-4 - Incentii~es and Barrier Kenloval (Including 
Interconnection Rulcs and Net Metering ~Zrrangen~ents) Sc~r Coinbincd I leal and Power 
(C'NP) and Clean Jlistributed Generation (DC;) could help stimulate the development 01' 
 kind resources. Iruder ES-3, eflbrts to link ~ i n d  pauer and compressed-air slorage maj 
be palpable and ivill help increase penelration of rencu able energq into 1.S- 1 - 
En\ ironmental Portfolio Standard (Reneuables and Energj Ei'iicicncj'). I also slrong!!, 
S L I P ~ O I - ~  Montana's invol.~e~nent in the b'estern Climate Initiatibe (CC'-7.4). This 
co~nnlits LLS to more broadlq applicable (geographicallq) GIIG reductions and may 
pro\ ide a market avenue to export wind-generated electricity (e.g. mechanism for 
achieiling LVCF regional rediiction goals). 

Finally. 1 marl1 to re-emphasize my concern over the urgency ofthe current situation 01' 
cliniate change. Clcarlq. \ze can not go on producing allif cousun~ilig energy the u a y  we 
do nou . ..no one can, To ensure a livable ~zorld i'or not just ourselves but more 
importantly our children and generations to come we need lo realize signiiictlnt changes 
uithin the nest fcbz jears. Surelq. this can be done but it mill  require a serious and on- 
going cornmitinent by the state go\ ernnlcnt. I rcspectrullq urge the Environmenlal 
Qualitq ('ouncil to poignantlj cnlbrace the recommenclationa set Sc~rth b)' thc M I'-CCAI" 
and actively pilrsire support from the legislature and the gobenlor. 'l'hough i t  may not be 
leasible to iniplcment all ofthem now. we must take some action. 'l'hc citi~ens of 
Montana are depending on it! 



February 23,2008 

The Honorable Senator David Wanzenreid and Representative Carol Lanbert 
Co-Chairs, Environmental Quality Council 
Legislative Environmental Policy Office 
Rm. 171, State Capitol 
P.O. Box 201704 
Helena, MT 59620-1704 

Dear Senator Wanzenreid and Representative Lambert: 

FEB 2 8 2008 

LEGISLATIVE ENVIROW MENTAL 
POLICY OFFICE 

I am writing you concerning the Environmental Quality Council's deliberation of the 
Montana C h a t e  Change Action Plan. I appreciate your time and consideration. 

Recently, the EQC solicited comments from the public on the 54 recommendations 
published in the MCCAP. I submitted the survey, along with brief comments on many of 
the recommendations. I thought I might take t h s  opportunity to dscuss several of the 
recommendations with you in greater detail. 

In a recent essay, author Bdl McIQbben posed the quesuon, "is it ok, just for a moment, not 
be all jolly about the environmental crisis now face?" I believe the question valid and his 
frankness refreshmg, for the reality of our current predcament is both due and imminent. 
The public health and environmental implications of global c h a t e  change are compounded 
by a looming energy crisis. McIGbben goes on to state that regardless of global warming's 
end result, and the nuances that those debating its outcome are currently focused on, we 
must act now. He does not mince words, "we need to change, quickly and 
comprehensively." That change wdl not be found in a singular resource or solution. Rather, 
it will come from a combination of new, renewable, low-emission energy sources and 
sweeping conservation practices engaged in by both governments and citizens. 

The urgency of the situation cannot be overstated. Just two weeks ago, 612 scientists from 
across the nation wrote the United States Congress to convey that very sentiment. "We write 
to you to convey our sense of urgency. Global warming is already causing serious damage 
and hsruptions to wildlife and ecosystems, and reliable projections call for s ipf icant  
adhtional damage and hsruptions." The statement should find a rapt and undvided 
audence in hlontana. Big Sky Country's greatest resource lies in its pristine landscapes, 
wildlife and waterways. These natural treasures not only represent the history and heritage of 
our state but constitute the future of our economy, the lifeblood of our communities. 
C h a t e  change has already begun to impact Montana's ecosystems. If the trend continues 
unimpeded, the long-term effects will severely compromise the beauty of this great state. 

We must act. We mtlst act now. We mtlst act comprehensively and aggressively. Solutions 
must come from all levels, all sectors, and all citizens. The Montana Legislature is poised to 
play a unique and integral role in combating global c h a t e  change and its associated negative 
impacts. Montana has the opportunity to embrace its hstoric role as individualist and leader, 
to advance progressive solutions that other states wdl eagerly follow. Below are but a few of 
the areas where I believe Montana can lead the charge against the climate crisis. 



A carbon tax was included among the 54 recommendations, yet no specific goal was 
identified. The Plan recommends following national efforts and possibly joining the national 
efforts in the future. I ask that the Montana Legslature consider the possibkty of issuing a 
state carbon tax. Such a tax is not only possible, but has become a reality in a nearby locale. 
On February 19th, the British Columbia provincial government introduced the first carbon 
tax on the North American continent. Balanced by income tax cuts, the new tax wdl provide 
real incentives for governments, businesses, and citizens to reduce carbon output. The tax 
wdl be phased in over time, eventually resulting in substantial reductions of GHG emissions 
within five years. While the tax structure is not a perfect model, nor nearly as aggressive as 
the global standard, it does represent the first attempt to implement the tool in North 
America. Moreover, it proves that it is possible on a provincial or state scale. The budget, in 
which the carbon tax was included, contained an entire section outlining steps citizens could 
take to "go green" and become more energy efficient, thereby taking advantage of the tax 
incentives and si~ving money. I hope the Montana Legislature follow the lead of our 
northern neighbor, and in doing so lead the nation in ths  progressive approach to GHG 
reductions. 

The recommendations concerning buildmg codes and growth and development provide an 
opportunity for the state to work with counties and cities to implement more efficient 
buildmg design and land use planning. Revising the buddmg codes to provide incentives for 
energy efficiency and use of sustainable materials encourages budders to engage in energy 
efficient construction. Support for thls change comes from communities across the state, 
but the change must occur in the Legislature. To comphen t  the revised budding codes, I 
strongly suggest the Legislature adopt the Plan's growth and development bundle of 
recommendations. This multi-faceted recommendation encourages efficient transportation 
systems, technical assistance for planning, and incentives for smart growth. Inefficient 
growth not only contributes to increased GHG output but carries with it negative impacts to 
our landscape and water resources. A proactive approach to growth and development wdl 
protect our environment, whde creating healthy, livable communities. Adopting these 
recommendations allows the State of Montana to simultaneously address a significant source 
of GHG emissions and streamhe growth in a sustainable manner. These changes wdl 
empower communities who are already attempting to address c h a t e  change through 
growth and development policies, b r i n p g  the effort to fight c h a t e  change to the local 
level. 

Renewable energy sources and efficiency standards represent another arena in whch 
Montana is poised to lead. Contrary to Governor Schweitzer's emphasis on "clean coal," ths  
archaic fossil fuel is not the answer to our problem; it's the cause of our current 
predcament. Advancing the dscussion and directing investment toward renewable energy 
sources and energy efficient bddmgs and industry represents the only viable long term 
solution. The Western Governors' Association Clean and Diversified Energy Initiative 
outlines ambitious goals includng: 30,000 megawatts of new clean and diverse energy 
generation by 20 15; a 20 percent increase in energy efficiency by 2020; and adequate 
transmission capacity for the region over the next 25 years. Montana's geography, 
renewable resources and limited infrastructure increase the feasibility of contributing to 
the Western Governors' goals at the state level. I encourage you to adopt the Plan's 



recommendations addressing energy portfolio standards, renewable energy incentives, 
and the state leading by example. 

I realize that the Legislature has many, many recommendations to consider. While I 
would encourage the adoption of the Plan whole cloth, I hope that you will give special 
consideration to those I have outlined in this letter: a carbon tax, renewable energy, 
energy efficiency, and smart growth. Aggressive policies and legislation in these four 
areas alone would provide substantial reductions in GHG emissions, create healthier 
communities, encourage more sustainable lifestyles and protect our greatest resource, 
Montana. We have a moral obligation to protect that which provides for us. The science 
is clear and undisputed - if we do not act, act now, act comprehensively and aggressively, 
we will sacrifice the great state of Montana, irrevocably altering it for our generation and 
those yet to come. 

Most sincerely yours, 

Garrett James Budds 
Montana citizen, resident, voter 
2000 Dodd Ranch Road 
Missoula, MT 59808 
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Presidcnt & CEO Direct: (7 13) 75 1-7590 

March 3, 2008 

Sen. Dave Wanzenried, Chair 
Rep. Carol Lambert, Vice Chair 
Environmental Quality Council 
Legislative Environmental Policy Office 
P.O. Box 20 1 704 
Helena MT 59620- 1 704 

Dear Chairman Wanzenried, Vice Chair Lambert, and Members of the Council: 

Great Northern Properties (GNP) appreciates this opportunity to comment briefly on the 
recommendations in the Montana Climate Change Action Plan (MCCAP). GNP owns 20 billion 
tons of coal reserves in Montana and North Dakota and consequently has a keen intercst in 
Montana energy resource dcvclopment and associated environmental issues. 

GNP has responded to only a limited number of the recommendations using the electronic survey 
offered by EQC. GNP is not sufficiently knowledgeable to cast a "vote" on many of the 
recommendations. Although wc appreciate EQC7s efforts to solicit public opinion on the 
MCCAP recommendations. we believe the results of the survey will have little, if any, value to 
EQC. Proponents of additional environmental regulations will be mobilized to respond to the 
survey while the broad cross section of Montana businesses and citizens that will pay the cost of 
many of the recommendations will likely be underrepresented in the population responding to 
the survey. In short, the results of the survey are likely to represent the views of a motivated 
group of advocates rather than the views of the "average" Montanan. 

The Executive Sunlmary of the MCCAP contains this statement: 

"Cumulatively, there is a slight economic benefit from implementing all of the CCAC's 
recommendations." (EX-6) 

DEQ Director Opper and others who have been presenting the report to public audiences, 
including EQC, have tended to focus on this statement, perhaps leaving the impression that 
adoption of the MCCAP recommendations en mass would be a "free lunch". We urge you not to 
accept this proposition at face value. 

First, it should be noted that the economic analysis of the recommendations is of questionable 
usefulness for making major public policy decisions due to the limited time and absence of 
Montana-specific information available to the consultants that prepared this analysis. 
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Second, the report also contains this statement: 

"Some [of the recommendations] will cost money to implement, and many will save 
money by reducing energy needs and costs." (EX-3) 

We urge you to look at each recommendation independently and consider its specific costs and 
benefits. It may be that some of the recommendations, especially those focused on energy 
efficiency, will result in lower green house gas emissions lower costs for consumers. These 
recommendations should be given serious consideration. 

However, many of the recommendations would impose significant new costs on Montana's 
economy. In the Energy Supply segment, the report indicates that the MCCAP 
recommendations, other than the energy efficiency recommendation, would result in net costs of 
$350 to $950 million (2007-2020 NPV) to Montana's businesses and citizens. 

And this total does not include the unquantified costs of some of the most costly 
recommendations such as a cap and trade system for regulating green house gas (GI-IG) 
emissions. While the costs of such regulations are difficult to estimate, the attached report, based 
on credible national studies, shows a potential reduction in Montana's economic output of $400 
million to $1.3 billion per year and the loss of 6,200 to 16,600 jobs by 201 5. 

Therefore, we urge EQC to move cautiously with respect to the Energy Supply recommendations 
due to the significant costs involved. 

GNP expects that federal legislation to regulate GHG emissions will be passed in the near future 
and we are developing our business plans accordingly. In the meantime, we believe it would be 
ill-advised for Montana to adopt GHG emissions regulations in advance of federal legislation. 
Any regional or Montana-specific regulations would have an infinitesimal impact on global 
climate change. "Early adoption" of regulations would impose significant costs on Montana 
businesses and consumers and would send an anti-business message to energy developers driving 
new projects and related investment to neighboring energy-producing states such as Wyoming 
and North Dakota. 

Sincerely, 

Chuck Kerr 

cc: Joe Koln~an, EQC 
Sonja Nowakowski, EQC 
Todd Everts, EQC Attorney 
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Introduction 

Montana and other western states are actively pursuing a variety of 
policy initiatives to address global climate change. This paper examines 
results from two recent studies by MIT and Penn State on the potential costs 
of carbon dioxide cap-and-trade and other climate policies. It concludes that 
a state or regional cap-and-trade policy imposed in Montana potentially 
could reduce annual state economic output by hundreds of millions of 
dollars, with more than ten thousand job losses. 

Montana is a major coal producing and consuming state, with more 
than one-quarter of the nation's estimated recoverable coal reserves. 
Montana ranked 47th in GDP by state in 2006, and 461h in per capita personal 
income. In 2005, Montana produced 40.3 million tons of coal, 3.6% of total 
U.S. coal production. In 2007, coal will supply roughly two-thirds of 
Montana's electric generation. Montana's electric rates are currently below 
the U.S. average due the availability of relatively low-cost coal and 
hydroelectric generation. In August 2007, Montana's residential customers 
paid 9.1 cents per kwh, compared to the national average rate of 1 1 
cents/kWh. 

Executive Summary 

A state or regional greenhouse gas control program could harm the 
competitiveness of Montana's industrial base by raising energy costs above 
those of competing states, and penalizing new clean energy development. 
Economic research indicates that Montana's economy would suffer as a 
consequence of higher prices for energy and other consumer goods, and 
reduced employment and economic growth. Most of these impacts would 
result from the reduced utilization of coal for electric generation. 

This paper uses two recent studies of the economic impacts of 
greenhouse gas controls - one prepared by MIT' and one by Penn State 

1 S. Paltsev et al., "Assessment of U.S. Cap-and-Trade Proposals," (MIT Joint Program 
on the Science and Policy of Global Change, Report No. 146, April 2007). Available on 
the web at: web.mit.edu/globalchange/www/MITJPSPGC-Rptl46.pdf 



university2 - to estimate the economic impacts on the Montana economy of 
potential greenhouse gas control policies. 

These two studies used different approaches to estimate the costs of 
climate change initiatives. Penn State used an input-output model to 
measure the direct and indirect impacts on individual state economies of 
reducing coal use - a principal means to achieve near-term reductions of 
carbon dioxide emissions. Penn State took into account the positive 
offsetting employment and output benefits of investments in alternative 
energy supplies such as renewables and natural gas. 

The April 2007 MIT analysis employed a general equilibrium model 
of the U.S. economy to estimate the costs of achieving economy-wide 
greenhouse gas reductions based on several climate bills before the U.S. 
Congress. The emission reduction targets MIT analyzed include proposals 
similar to those under consideration by various western states. 

Penn State found that states such as Montana that rely on coal for a 
substantial portion of electric generation, and that also produce major 
quantities of coal, obtain significant benefits from the availability of low- 
cost and reliable electricity. In 201 5, coal mining and coal-based electric 
generation are projected to account for $4.5 billion of Montana's economic 
output, while creating $1.4 billion in personal income and adding 44,000 
direct and indirect jobs. 

Penn State's findings for the net economic impacts of reducing the use 
of coal for electric generation in Montana by -33% and -66% in 20 15 are 
summarized below. A 33% displacement of coal generation could be 
expected with an aggressive emission reduction target taking effect after 
2015, due to the likelihood that generators would reduce C 0 2  emissions 
early in order to "bank" reductions for use in later years. The Penn State 
estimates shown here are based on the average of alternative low and high- 
energy price projections. 

  dam Z. Rose, Ph.D. and Dan Wei, "The Economic Impacts of Coal Utilization and 
Displacement in the Continental United States, 201 5" (The Pennsylvania State 
University, July 2006.) 
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MIT's macroeconomic study for the U.S. economy examined the 
impacts of alternative climate change bills before Congress, assuming a 
nationwide emissions trading program. MIT' s findings for Montana are 
summarized below, based on a conservative arithmetic average allocation of 
Montana's GDP as a fraction of U.S. GDP in 2005 (0.24%) and Montana's 
share of national coal-based electric generation through July 2007 (0.85%). 

-33% Coal 

Jobs 

Potential Impacts on Montana GDP of Greenhouse Gas 
Emission Limitations Analyzed by MITT 

(Billions of 2005 $) 

-66% Coal 

-6,200 1 -16,600 1 

MTT Case 
1 ("Bingaman") 

Source: Penn State University (see fn. 2). 

1 3 ("Sanders-Boxer") 1 -$0.6 1 -$0.5 -$2.2 1 
Source: Derived from MIT (see tn. I ) .  

MTT's GDP estimates cover a range of increasingly stringent 
greenhouse gas control proposals. The "Bingaman" case imposes a growth 
cap on greenhouse emissions, but does not include Bingaman's proposed 
emission allowance safety valve price cap. The "Lieberman-McCain" and 
"Sanders-Boxer" proposals each require U.S. emissions to return to 1990 
levels by 2020, and then to achieve 60% and 80% reductions below 1990 
levels by 2050, respectively. 



The MIT and Penn State findings for the potential loss of Montana 
GDP are generally consistent. The lower-bound Penn State estimate of a 
$0.4 billion GDP loss corresponds well with MIT's $0.5 billion impact in 
Case 2 in 201 5. Penn State's 66% displacement finding of a $1.3 billion 
GDP loss is consistent with MIT's Case 2 findings in later years. 

The MIT and Penn State findings underscore -the importance to 
Montana of engaging the climate change issue through national legislation, 
rather than state or regional policies. Montana competes both domestically 
and internationally, and its electric sector is a key source of low-cost energy 
production in the Rockies. Montana's political leaders should insist upon a 
level playing field for all states, in the framework of national legislation that 
includes significant incentives for -the participation of major developing 
nations. 

The impact of higher electric generation costs on Montana's ability to 
compete in interstate electric markets is a major uncertainty requiring careful 
evaluation by Montana policymakers. Imposing major new regulatory costs 
on Montana generators, such as through emission allowance auction 
requirements, may reduce Montana's generation and exports, likely leading 
to additional new rate burdens for Montana consumers. The impacts of state 
or regional carbon allowance auction requirements on the development of 
new clean power generation assets also need to be evaluated, because carbon 
capture and storage technologies are not likely to be commercially available 
in the short planning timeframe proposed by current state and regional 
climate initiatives. These constraints may cause a major shift away from 
coal toward higher-cost natural gas generation, with adverse electric rate 
implications for all consumers. 

Penn State Research 

A July 2006 study by Professor Adam Rose and Dan Wei of Penn 
State University, "The Economic Impacts of Coal Utilization and 
Displacement in the Continental United States," estimates the state-specific 
costs of displacing coal-based electric generation through climate change or 
similar state legislation. The Penn State study estimates specific economic 
and job impacts for Montana if state climate policies required utilities to 
reduce their utilization of coal in favor of renewable energy or natural gas 
generat ion. 



Coal-generated electricity is among the lowest-cost power produced in 
Montana. In 2005, Montana produced 40.3 million tons of coal, or 3.6% of 
U.S. coal production. Electric utilities in Montana relied on coal to supply 
two-thirds of their total generation in August 2007.~ Industrial electric rates, 
a critical attraction to energy-intensive manufacturing and processing 
industries in Montana, averaged 6.1 cents per kilowatt-hour in August 2007. 
or 1 1% below the national average rate of 6.8 centslkwh. 

Penn State found that states such as Montana that rely on coal for a 
substantial portion of electric generation, and that also produce major 
quantities of coal, obtain significant benefits from the availability of low- 
cost and reliable electricity. In 201 5, coal generation is projected to 
increase Montana's economic output by $4.5 billion, while creating $1.4 
billion in personal income and adding 44,000 direct and indirect jobs. 

Penn State simulated cases where alternative energy supplies 
(including natural gas, nuclear, and a 10 percent mix of renewables) displace 
coal-based electricity generation at levels of 66 percent and 33 percent. The 
two displacement scenarios were calculated using low, high, and average 
projections for the costs of alternative energy supplies. These levels of coal 
displacement could be anticipated if Montana adopted carbon dioxide 
restrictions, such as a cap-and-trade program, on Montana electric utilities. 
The findings take into account the positive offsetting benefits of alternative 
investments in natural gas and renewable energy sources, such as wind and 
biomass. 

The following table estimates the economic and job impacts of 
reducing Montana's coal-based electric generation by 33% and 66% by the 
year 201 5. These estimates are based on the average of Penn State's results 
for its low and high energy price scenarios. 

3 Energy Information Administration, State Energy Profile - Montana (November 2007). 
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Source: Penn State University (see fn. 2). 

The magnitude ofthese estimates reflects the importance of coal- 
based generation to Montana's economy. Some $1.3 billion of annual state 
economic output could be lost as a consequence of shifting two-thirds of 
coal-based generation to higher-cost forms of electric generation. Household 
income loss estimates for the two displacement scenarios range from $0.2 
billion to $0.5 billion, with potential direct and indirect employment losses 
ranging from 6,200 to 16,600 jobs. 

The key alternative energy price variable underlying Penn State's 
calculations is the price of natural gas used in lieu of coal. Penn State used 
low and high estimates for the price of natural gas. In the 33% displacement 
scenario, Penn State assumed that the delivered price of natural gas in 201 5 
would range fiom $5 per mcf (low case) to $9 per rncf (high case). In the 
66% displacement case, natural gas prices were projected to range from $6 
to $10 per mcf. The current wellhead price of natural gas is nearly $8 per 
mcf. Penn State's estimates, using an average of the low and high energy 
price cases, are likely conservative. 

MIT7s 2007 Cap-and-Trade Analysis 

An April 2007 report from the MIT Joint Program on the Science and 
Policy of Global Change analyzes the economic impacts of all major 
greenhouse gas cap-and-trade bills before the U.S. Congress. The MIT 
study groups these bills into three cases, based on the cumulative number of 
carbon dioxide-equivalent (C02e) emission allowances issued from 20 10 to 
2050. An emission allowance confers the right to emit one ton of C02. The 



cumulative emissions allowed by M1T7s three cases are 167, 203 and 287 
billion metric tons. 

The MIT report offers the first systematic evaluation of the potential 
effects of alternative cap-and-trade programs on the U.S. economy. Using a 
general equilibrium model, it finds that bills such as those introduced by 
Senators Sanders and Boxer (equivalent to Case 3, 167 billion tons of C02) 
and Liebennan-McCain (equivalent to Case 2,203 billion tons of C02)  
would inflict substantial harm on U.S. GDP and would cause sharp energy 
price increases across the economy. For example, MIT found that the Boxer 
bill and similar measures would increase the price of gasoline at the pump 
by $2 per gallon by 2050. 

The national carbon dioxide emission paths of MIT's three cases are 
shown in dashed lines on the chart below, along with several proposed 
Congressional climate change bills. The second chart displays the estimated 
GDP reductions associated with each of the three MIT cases. 
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Potential U.S. GDP Losses Due to Greenhouse 
Gas Emission Limits (Bil. 2005 $) 

Case 1 : 287 billion metric tons * 

-$300fl . Case 2: 203 billion metric tons ** -I H 
- '350tl  Case 3: 167 billion metric tons *** 1 H 

*Similar to Bingaman January 2007 proposal (wlo safety valve price cap). 
* * Similar to Lieberman-McCain bill and to Gov. Blago-jevich's proposal. 
** * Similar to Sanders-Boxer bill. 

In 2005, Montana's Gross Domestic Product was $30 billion, or 
0.24% of our national GDP of $12.4 trillion.' The state's share of U.S. coal- 
based electric generation - the sector most affected by carbon cap-and-trade 
proposals - was 0.85% through July 2007. Assuming an arithmetic average 
of these values for allocating MIT7s national results, the following potential 
impacts on the Montana economy can be inferred: 

Potential Impacts on Montana GDP of Greenhouse Gas 
Emission Limitations Analyzed by MIT 

(Billions of 2005 $) 

Source: Derived from MIT (see h. I ) .  

4 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Gross Domestic Product 
by State 2005 (May 2007). 



MIT's Case 2 GDP impact estimates, incorporating a national 
emissions trading program, are generally consistent with Penn State's 
findings for the 33% coal displacement scenario in 2015, and with the 66% 
coal displacement scenario in the later projection periods. 

In MIT's analysis, significant coal displacements occur in the 2020- 
2030 timeframe, before carbon capture and sequestration (CCS) 
technologies are assumed to be deployed on a wide scale. In all three of the 
carbon cap-and-trade cases, as shown by the charts below, coal utilization 
declines by more than 50% from 2005 to 2025, and then recovers by 2050 
due to the availability of CCS technologies. Initially, natural gas provides 
most of the alternative energy to replace coal. Later, as both oil and gas 
supplies dwindle and prices rise dramatically, biomass liquids replace large 
quantities of natural gas and petroleum. 

MIT's energy utilization findings show that the timing of initial 
emission reductions is the critical factor for maintaining - coal use until CCS 
technologies are available. Short-term targets, such as reducing to 1990 
levels by 2020, adversely impact coal use because there are no effective 
control technologies capable of major emission reductions other than fuel 
substitution. Energy efficiency and conservation programs, while capable of 
reducing electric demand, are not sufficiently reliable to support compliance 
with legally binding emission caps. 

U.S. Coal and Natural Gas Utilization, MIT Reference Case 
and Alternative C02  Caps, 2005-2050 

(In Exaioules/Ouadrillion BTUs) 



+ Case 1 
+ Case 2 
+ Case 3 

Source: MIT, Appendix C. 

Discussion 

The Penn State and MIT studies underscore the importance to 
Montana of engaging the climate change issue through national legislation, 
rather than stand-alone state or regional policies. Montana's goods compete 
both domestically and internationally, and its electric sector is a key source 
of low-cost energy production in the Rockies. Montana's political leaders 
should insist upon a level playing field for all states, in the framework of 
national legislation that includes significant incentives for the participation 
of major developing nations. Participation by India, China and other maJor 
developing nations would reduce world energy prices due to reduced oil 
demand. It also would open up additional low-cost markets for emissions 
offsets, reducing the costs of U.S. compliance. 

The impact of higher electric generation costs on Montana's ability to 
compete in interstate electric markets is a major uncertainty requiring careful 
evaluation by Montana policymakers. Imposing major new regulatory costs 
on Montana generators, such as through emission allowance auction 
requirements, may reduce Montana's generation and exports, likely leading 
to additional new rate burdens for Montana consumers. 



The impacts of state or regional carbon allowance auction 
requirements on the development of new clean power generation assets also 
need to be evaluated, because carbon capture and storage technologies are 
not likely to be commercially available in the short planning timeframe 
imposed by current state and regional climate initiatives. These constraints 
may cause a major shift away from coal toward higher-cost natural gas 
generation, with adverse electric rate implications for all consumers. 



To: Montana Environmental Quality Council 
From: Richard Barrett, Professor Emeritus of Economics, University of Montana 
Re: Report of the Climate Change Advisory Committee 
Date: February 28, 2008 
 
I wish to submit the following comments in lieu of responding to the on-line 
survey on the CCAC report being conducted by the EQC.  The format of the 
survey does not lend itself to recording the kind of overview of the report that I 
believe is needed. I hope that the Council will accept comments made in this 
form. 
 
 
I. Necessity for Federal action. 
 
One of the realities that Montana must confront in designing a climate change 
policy is the fact that if it acts alone, it can accomplish nothing: the state’s share 
in global emissions of GHGs is so small that by reducing its emissions it can 
have no appreciable impact on the growth of GHG concentrations or the pace of 
climate change. On the other hand, if other states or nations act to limit 
emissions, Montana can “free ride” on the resulting improvement in climate 
conditions without actually having to limit its own emissions at all. 
 
What is true of Montana in this case is also true of almost all other states and 
nations in the world, and this gives rise to a dynamic leading to collective 
inaction1, even though collective action is obviously desperately required. This 
type of dynamic is observed in other policy making situations in which non-
cooperative decision-making leads to bad collective outcomes. Arms races and 
competitive business recruitment that results in tax and regulatory “races to the 
bottom” are examples. 
 
Avoiding collective inaction in these cases requires that states give up unilateral 
policy making and participate in some form of collective decision making. This 
may range from purely voluntary arrangements in which states limit emissions, 
trusting that others will be far-sighted enough to do the same, to arrangements in 
which they are compelled to act by Federal policy or under the terms of some 
kind of inter-state agreement. An important question for Montana then becomes 
which of these arrangements is most appropriate. 
 
Given the pace at which the states appear to be prepared to reduce emissions 
voluntarily, and given the constraints in forming effective and binding interstate 
agreements to do so, only a comprehensive Federal policy to strictly limit 
emissions will allow Montanans to reduce their impacts on the global climate and 

                                                 
1 The short-term strategy that best promotes each and every policy making entity’s narrow self interest is 
always inaction, regardless of what other entities do. The refusal of the United States to participate in the 
Kyoto Accords may be viewed as the pursuit of this type of strategic decision making. 



be assured that their actions will be part of a meaningful collective effort, and not 
simply pointless self-sacrifice.2 
 
Two of the CCAC recommendations (RCII 9 and ES 8-9) urge Montana policy 
makers to promote the enactment of a Federal emissions policy in the form of 
either a carbon tax or a cap and trade system. But the CCAC appears to regard 
such a policy as ancillary to the state policies articulated in the remaining 
recommendations. This inverts what the proper relationship between state and 
Federal policy should be. RCII9 and ES 8-9 should, rather, be treated as a 
fundamental component of state action. 
 
The CCAC’s description of the similarities and differences between a carbon tax 
and a cap and trade system is accurate and even-handed, but omits an important 
point. Both policies work by putting a price on emissions – either a tax or an 
allowance price. This price represents a cost to carbon emitters (or what is 
almost the same thing, fossil fuel energy users) and to avoid these costs, 
emitters have an incentive to cut emissions using existing technologies and to 
search out and invest in better emissions reduction technologies to use in the 
future. Under both systems, reductions in emissions will be achieved by those 
entities (industrial plants, vehicle users, power plants, etc.) that can do so a 
lowest cost. The critical difference between the systems, however, is that under a 
carbon tax, the cost of emissions is known, but how far entities will go to reduce 
their emissions to avoid incurring that cost is not. A carbon tax is therefore said to 
enjoy certainly of cost and uncertainty of effect. Under cap and trade, emissions 
must be cut to the capped level; the price of allowances perforce rises to an 
(unknown) level which is sufficiently high to induce entities to achieve the 
required emissions reductions. Cap and trade therefore enjoys certainty of effect 
and uncertainty of cost. 
 
To be certain in its effect, then, Federal policy should take the form of a cap and 
trade system, and such a system is what Montana policy makers should 
advocate.  
 
As it now stands, this appears to be the direction that Federal policy will take in 
any case, for a variety of political as well as economic reasons. Some time this 
spring the Senate will vote on a cap and trade bill, introduced by Senators 
Warner and Lieberman and reported out by the Environment and Public Works 
Committee with the support of Senator Baucus, who is a member of the 
committee. Given the current alignment of the Congress and the position of the 

                                                 
2 The fact that climate change can be arrested only through international action also means that a 
comprehensive Federal policy must be in place. The United States will be unable to negotiate emissions 
limitations with other nations (notably China and India) without having a mechanism for limiting its own 
emissions in place, and comprehensive negotiations cannot proceed with the United State’s involvement. 



President, this bill is not likely to become law. But it does appear indicative of the 
type of legislation that will eventually become law.3 
 
 
(2) Montana policy under a Federal cap and trade program. 
 
If a  national cap and trade system (following the lines of Warner-Lieberman) is 
put in place, Montana families and businesses will face rising costs of emissions 
(or, equivalently, energy use) which they will either need to absorb or figure out 
inventive ways of avoiding (by conservation, efficiency, fuel switching, etc,). To 
help them make these adjustments, the state will have to enact a number of 
complementary policies. 
 
Specifically, the state should enact policies to (1) reduce the potentially 
regressive impacts of the Federal system (2) provide the public infrastructure 
needed to respond to the demands of the system, e.g. public transportation 
planning and services, (3) support research on and development of technical 
innovations in conservation, renewable energy, etc., (4) establish standards and 
legal frameworks needed to assure that claimed emissions reductions are 
legitimate, e.g. sequestration standards for coal fired power plants, (5) maintain 
and enforce non-GHG-emissions-related environmental standards that may be 
threatened by the response to the cap and trade system, e.g. spillovers from 
ethanol production, (6) provide education and assistance to consumers, 
businesses and governmental units and (7) provide revolving loan funds to 
finance efficiency, conservation and fuel switching investments.   
 
Many, if not most, of the CCAC recommended measures fall into one or another 
of these categories. On the other hand, several of the CCAC recommendations 
call for the creation of tax incentives, the imposition of standards, and changes in 
regulatory practices in order to induce or require specific emissions reduction 
strategies to be employed (building codes, mileage standards, sequestration 
requirements, RPS's, etc.). The logic of cap and trade, however, suggests that 
such measures are not really needed nor appropriate.  People (businesses, 
families, government agencies, etc.) are told that they must cut their emissions, 
but not how to do so. It is assumed that they can figure out the way of living with 
the caps that best suits them. If you want to cut tailpipe emissions by 50%, do it. 
But you don't need to tell people on top of that they have to buy vehicles with 
100% better mileage; if they want to keep their SUVs and drive them half as 
much, so be it (of course there may be other reasons, such as enhanced 
highway safety, for wanting to reduce vehicle size).  In practice, many of the 
CCAC mandates or subsidies would prove to be redundant under a stringent 
Federal cap: when people are forced to reduce their emissions4, they will 

                                                 
3 Senators Obama and Clinton support Warner-Lieberman, and Sen. McClain previously introduced (with 
Sen. Lieberman) a cap and trade bill only somewhat less stringent than the current proposal. 
4 Formally, nobody is “forced” to reduce emissions; the price of emissions, rather, inevitably rises enough 
that people can’t afford not to reduce emissions by the required amount. 



probably buy more efficient cars and tires, build more efficient homes, generate 
electricity with wind, etc. without having to be told or be paid to do so.5 
 
Most of the CCAC recommendations would work to help Montanans adapt to the 
stringent requirements of a Federal cap and trade policy. As such a policy comes 
on line and its shape emerges more clearly, the state policies recommended by 
the CCAC might need refinement, and those CCAC policies which promote or 
mandate specific emissions reduction strategies may prove to be redundant and 
in certain situations, counterproductive. 
 
 
(3) Montana policy in the absence of Federal action. 
 
If Montana is forced to formulate a climate policy in the absence of Federal 
action, it will reduce emissions with hope that (a) other states (and perhaps 
nations) will do the same and/or (b) state policies will force the Federal 
government to finally act.6  Such a reduction – specifically, the return, by 2020, of 
emissions to their 1990 level -  is the goal of the CCAC recommendations. 
 
It is almost impossible to know, however, if the CCAC recommendations can 
actually have their desired effect.  The problem is that even though the Technical 
Working Groups made a heroic effort to identify the costs incurred and savings 
realized by reducing emissions under each (or at least most) of the 
recommendations, it is apparent that there are barriers to undertaking many of 
the recommended measures, the significance of which is unknown.  
 
Consider that in 18 of the 40 cases in which the costs and savings associated 
with a measure were assessed, savings exceeded cost. Economic logic suggests 
that no policy should be needed to induce, cajole or impel people to undertake 
these measures; they will do so on their own because they can make money 
doing so. That they don’t is evidence that lack of market knowledge, transactions 
costs, inertia, tax or regulatory provisions, and/or inadequate access to capital 
are preventing them from acting. Many of the CCAC recommendations are 
designed to overcome such barriers7, by educating, providing incentives and 
technical assistance, revolving loan funds, and so forth. But the magnitude of the 
incentives, the nature of educational effort, the content of technical assistance 
and the terms of loans that would overcome these barriers are not known, and 
not specified in the report. It is therefore impossible to know whether the 
emissions reductions projected by the CCAC can actually be achieved, or if they 

                                                 
5 In this connection it should be noted that Warner-Lieberman requires a slightly larger reduction in 
emissions, nation wide, by 2020 than the CCAC recommendations are intended to produce in Montana. 
6 Neither the Federal government nor regulated industries have a very high tolerance for disparate state 
climate change policies, and states have been moderately successful, at best, in achieving any uniformity in 
this area. 
7 As pointed out above, in the context of a cap and trade system, these measures help people adapt to the 
demands placed on them when they are required to pay for emissions. 



can, what the extent, design and cost of the policies to achieve them will turn out 
to be. 
 
Even if all of the CCAC recommendations could be carried out, the overall 
reduction in emissions would not be efficiently achieved. The reason for this is 
that some of the recommended measures are clearly inefficient. Under TLU-7, for 
example, (Heavy-Duty Vehicle Emissions Standards and Retrofit Incentives), 
emissions are reduced at a cost of $79/tCO2e. It is hard to imagine, given the net 
costs of most of the recommendations (many of which are negative, i.e. they 
produce positive net returns) that there is not a lower cost, more efficient way of 
reducing emissions by .16 million metric tons over the 2007-22020 period, which 
is the reduction that TLU-7 is intended to achieve. Under a cap and trade policy, 
the measures described in TLU-7 would not be undertaken; some more cost-
effective strategy would be triggered as the price of allowances rose, but long 
before it reached $79 a ton. 
 
Given the foregoing, to achieve certainty in reducing emissions by the targeted 
amounts, and to achieve this reduction in the least costly way possible, Montana, 
in the absence of Federal action, should put in place a state cap and trade 
system that gradually reduces emissions to 1990 levels by the year 2020. 
 
The majority of the CCAC recommendations should be followed, but as in the 
case of a Federal cap and trade policy, some policies may need to be adapted to 
the demands created by the cap and trade system, and those CCAC policies 
which promote or mandate specific emissions reduction strategies may prove to 
be redundant and in certain situations, counterproductive. 
 
It may be argued that Montana, as a single state operating openly in the larger 
national and global economy, cannot afford the impairment to its competitive 
position which would result from the costs imposed on it by a cap and trade 
policy. But the logic of the cap and trade policy proposed here suggests that its 
costs would be lower than those involved in carrying out the CCAC 
recommendations. It is true, of course, that under most of the CCAC 
recommendations no one is forced to bear any costs, and the recommendations 
may therefore appear less onerous. But it should be clearly understood that if 
Montanans fail to bear the costs that the CCAC recommendation entail, they will 
also fail to meet the target for emissions reductions that the CCAC has 
embraced.  




